It’s not just about what we do.
It’s about how we work together.
The ETHOS is strong in this one.

The heart
The We are Ocean heart
branding was the brainchild of
Dan Burgess and designer Loz
Ives.
It is an expression of our ocean as
the blue heart of our planet but
also shines a light on the critical
importance of the human/ocean
connection.

What is a
heart if it is
disconnected
?

A connected heart
The heart is one part of a system
It keeps our blood moving
It ensures that blood that’s low in oxygen is
replenished in our lungs
It pumps oxygen & nutrient rich blood back
out with enough energy to travel through our
arteries and veins and reach the tiniest
capillary
And perhaps the coolest part – the blood that flows
through the system!

The system is at once
mind-blowingly complex

…and beautifully simple.
We are all unique, we all work in
different places, in different ways
and across different networks – but
we all profoundly connected by
the ocean. The lifeblood of our
planet.

I want to meet people who are
interested in Ocean Literacy..

What has people’s interest?
I co--direct an art agency

I’m a writer

I manage a marine
Education
Programme

I am a charity CEO

I am looking for
I’m a surfer
inspiration
I explore the
connections between
art and health including blue health

I want to continue the
conversations we started
at the last summit

I need to catch up
with everyone
I am a Marketing &
communications
consultant.

We are developing a
project to promote
inclusion
#WeBeWhatWeSe
a

I work on coral reef
regeneration.

I want to learn about public engagement with ocean issues

I want to
build networks
& ideas!

I work on
sustainability
in the events
industry.

I work to turn
people’s love of
the ocean into
ACTION!

an ocean-climate
platform in
summer

I’m
passionate
about
global
citizenship

I am doing a PhD in blue carbon

I like sharing ideas

I’m setting up an ocean
literacy outreach event

I am delivering a Creative Engagement
Programme. #Seascapes
I want to be part of the great
We are Ocean sessions

I work for a
marine NGO

Ocean literacy is
what I'm all about!

I am loving theI run school
workshops
ocean!

I manage an environment
funding programme

We take people
coasteering and
kayaking

I am a social scientist

I love explaining weird
and wonderful ocean life
I want to keep building
& networking

I’m studying
carbon & We set up a global
oysters
sustainability

initiative

We focus on International
Ocean Advocacy

I am Making plans for the UN decade of the ocean. I want to involve as many people We are organising an ocean
as possible in ocean campaigns. literacy project #Talking the Coast
We manage the coast for birds
I’m looking for a great way to
kick-start an ocean-positive year!

I am the chair of a coastal
partnership network

We are running a plastic free to
mountain to sea project

I want to empower
change

I am a voluntary
I am a marine policy officer
Local Engagement
I like sharing knowledge about
I study the ocean Officer
and climate.

the ocean to less obvious
audiences

I work between social and
environmental practice.
I run beach cleans
I work in ocean
communications

I am a volunteer!

I want to further my personal
and professional impact

I work on climate change
mitigation, conservation &
sustainability

I am leading a new behavioural change initiative

I study ocean
connectedness &
ocean literacy.

for our collective voice to better
drive ocean conservation

I want to learn about science
I’m a blogger
I love communicating communication
about the ocean!
We’re launching

I want to support the start
of the UN Ocean Decade!

I’m a freediver

I am a conservation officer I’m keeping an ear to the ground I want a career in the ocean
I’m setting up a Marine science podcast
sector

I work at an aquarium

I work in youth engagement

I want to tap in to the
positivity and inspiration of
the We are Ocean community.

I am studying International
I am interested in indigenous knowledge connections. Marine Science

I’ve recently joined a new team
I want to explore opportunities
working on ocean plastics

I want to hear the Ocean
Literacy conversations
people are having

I am a volunteer I want to improve my
& community
Ocean Literacy
engagement
communication ability
manager
I am an ocean advocate

I want to be able to
communicate to new
audiences

I am working on a
campaign with
my school's
marine societ y

I am part of
the We Are
Ocean
collective
I head up an
Ocean Recovery
team

I’m an artist.

I am an
environmental
educator

I’m a local councillor
This summit will be a
great way for me to learn

I want to think
more about our
relationship to
water.

I am a wildlife
biologist
I want to connect
I want to know know to I am a charity
raise community ocean Communications with other blueDirector
minded folks
literacy
I’m doing a masters in marine conservation

I want to learn
from others

We are Designing an
ocean curriculum

I want to deepen
my understanding
of Ocean Literacy

I work for an
I am a
I want to think about
postdoctoral organisation
ocean comms during the
representing all coastal
Fellow
pandemic
researching interests in our local
I work in community
Ocean Literacy area I'm doing a PhD in coastal biogeochemistry
engagement & citizen
We are delivering a project to connect I want to raise
science
ocean health on
young people with their local ocean
I make art about ocean spaces #Wild Coast Sussex
people's agendas

I am Marine
Biology graduate

A connected heart
We are Ocean is here - a working
part of the ocean community
What we can do for one
another is to connect, share
ideas – give each other oxygen to
continue our work.
What we can do for the
community is be a reminder of
the big picture – we’re all in this
together. Connecting injects new
energy into the system.
And what we can do for the
cause is to know when showing
up together will make all the
difference.
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Sue Ranger (she/her)
@freestater
@mcsuk
With thanks to Eliane Bastos who used the cardio-vascular system metaphor to explain
the value of We are Ocean in a recent interview.

